Using Chemistry and Microfluidics To Understand the Spatial Dynamics of Complex Biological Networks
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Abstract

CONSPECTUS—Understanding the spatial dynamics of biochemical networks is both fundamentally important for understanding life at the systems level and also has practical implications for medicine, engineering, biology, and chemistry. Studies at the level of individual reactions provide essential information about the function, interactions, and localization of individual molecular species and reactions in a network. However, analyzing the spatial dynamics of complex biochemical networks at this level is difficult. Biochemical networks are non-equilibrium systems containing dozens to hundreds of reactions with nonlinear and time-dependent interactions, and these interactions are influenced by diffusion, flow, and the relative values of state-dependent kinetic parameters.

To achieve an overall understanding of the spatial dynamics of a network and the global mechanisms that drive its function, networks must be analyzed as a whole, where all of the components and influential parameters of a network are simultaneously considered. Here, we describe chemical concepts and microfluidic tools developed for network-level investigations of the spatial dynamics of these networks. Modular approaches can be used to simplify these networks by separating them into modules, and simple experimental or computational models can be created by replacing each module with a single reaction. Microfluidics can be used to implement these models as well as to analyze and perturb the complex network itself with spatial control on the micrometer scale.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: r-ismagilov@uchicago.edu.
We also describe the application of these network-level approaches to elucidate the mechanisms governing the spatial dynamics of two networks—hemostasis (blood clotting) and early patterning of the *Drosophila* embryo. To investigate the dynamics of the complex network of hemostasis, we simplified the network by using a modular mechanism and created a chemical model based on this mechanism by using microfluidics. Then, we used the mechanism and the model to predict the dynamics of initiation and propagation of blood clotting and tested these predictions with human blood plasma by using microfluidics. We discovered that both initiation and propagation of clotting are regulated by a threshold response to the concentration of activators of clotting, and that clotting is sensitive to the spatial localization of stimuli. To understand the dynamics of patterning of the *Drosophila* embryo, we used microfluidics to perturb the environment around a developing embryo and observe the effects of this perturbation on the expression of Hunchback, a protein whose localization is essential to proper development. We found that the mechanism that is responsible for Hunchback positioning is asymmetric, time-dependent, and more complex than previously proposed by studies of individual reactions.

Overall, these approaches provide strategies for simplifying, modeling, and probing complex networks without sacrificing the functionality of the network. Such network-level strategies may be most useful for understanding systems with nonlinear interactions where spatial dynamics is essential for function. In addition, microfluidics provides an opportunity to investigate the mechanisms responsible for robust functioning of complex networks. By creating nonideal, stressful, and perturbed environments, microfluidic experiments could reveal the function of pathways thought to be nonessential under ideal conditions.

**Introduction**

This Account describes chemical concepts and microfluidic tools developed for network-level investigations of the spatial dynamics of complex networks and illustrates the application of these concepts and tools to understanding hemostasis (blood clotting) and development of the *Drosophila* embryo. Complex reaction networks perform functions indispensable for the existence of living organisms, such as self-regulation and amplification. Understanding the spatial dynamics of biological networks is essential for understanding life at the systems level. A major interdisciplinary research effort approaches understanding these dynamics from two complementary directions that can be loosely described as studies at the level of individual reactions and studies at the network level. Studies at the level of individual reactions aim to identify and characterize individual molecular species as well as define their functions in a network, uncover their interaction with other molecules, and determine their spatial localization relative to other molecules and reactions. Chemistry has enabled studies at the level of individual reactions by providing the conceptual framework within which molecular interactions are analyzed and by providing both synthetic and analytical tools. For example, the identification and characterization of the Bicoid protein led to the discovery that the binding of Bicoid to *hunchback* regulates the establishment of the anterior body plan of the developing *Drosophila* embryo, shedding light on a portion of the spatial dynamics of embryogenesis. While characterization of individual reactions may provide an essential description of many aspects of a network, these approaches are not sufficient to understand some dynamic properties of the network.

The network of hemostasis serves as a case in point. The individual reactions of the hemostasis network have been analyzed in extensive detail (Figure 1). The molecular players and most of their interactions have been established and characterized, and the rate constants of many of these reactions have been measured. These investigations have led to diagnostic tools and therapies for controlling blood clotting. However, questions about the dynamics of the network persist, such as “what limits the size of the clot formed? That is, why do clots not continue to expand until all of the blood is involved?” Is it true that “only the more severe of the many small vascular injuries that are regularly sustained will..."
initiate an enzyme cascade”?11 Also, can blood be exposed to active tissue factor, a stimulus of clotting, without initiation of clotting?12

Furthermore, analyzing the spatial dynamics of complex biochemical networks at the level of individual reactions is difficult. Biochemical networks are nonequilibrium systems and may contain dozens to hundreds of reactions with nonlinear and time-dependent interactions, and the effects of diffusion and flow on these interactions are too complex to consider simultaneously. In addition, the overall dynamics can be sensitive to the relative values of kinetic parameters, which can depend on the state of the network.13 Computational modeling of all of these individual reactions in detail would be difficult even with unlimited computational power, because some of the components or interactions may be unknown or incorrectly understood due to experimental error or because they were measured out of context of the whole network. Therefore, to supplement studies of individual reactions, network-level approaches are needed to understand the spatial dynamics of complex networks. This need presents an opportunity, especially for chemistry, to develop new concepts and tools.

Network-level approaches attempt to achieve an overall understanding of a network and the global mechanisms that drive its function by analyzing and probing a network as a whole instead of breaking it down into its constituent parts. By doing so, network-level approaches can shed light on phenomena that cannot be described by considering the individual components of a network alone. For instance, network-level experiments revealed how ventricle fibrillation during sudden cardiac death is triggered and controlled by patterns of action potentials that propagate in a wave-like fashion.14 In another example, transfer of cytoplasm from one end of a developing Drosophila embryo to the other demonstrated that components from a specific location are sufficient to generate the entire head or tail structure.15

There are two difficulties, however, in using network-level approaches to understand spatial dynamics of networks. The first is simplification—how do we treat the network as a whole but simplify it in a meaningful way? How do we predict its dynamics even without knowing all of the components? The second is experimental control—how do we recreate and control the nonuniform spatial environments to model, observe, and probe dynamics of these networks? Chemical concepts and microfluidics are emerging as powerful methods to overcome these difficulties.

**Modular Approaches to Simplify and Model Whole Complex Networks**

Modular approaches can be used to simplify complex systems while still treating them as a whole. A module is a group of components that work together to perform a function. Such an approach is used in engineering and physics, and this approach has been used in chemistry to describe the staggering complexity of organic molecules. Physical organic chemists use modularization to elucidate and predict the mechanisms of organic reactions. In organic molecules, modules are functional groups—specific combinations of electrons and nuclei. Functional groups are further organized into classes, such as nucleophiles and electrophiles. General mechanisms are developed to describe the interactions of functional groups and to predict organic reactions. Modules and mechanisms devised for one set of molecules are applicable to other molecules and reactions.16 Modularization is also becoming a common theme in systems biology2,17–19 and has been proposed as an underlying cause of robustness and evolvability. In addition, simplified kinetic models have been used to understand many properties of networks, such as amplification in enzyme kinetics,20 oscillations during the cell cycle,13,21 feedback control and bistability in cell signaling,22 ventricle fibrillation in the heart muscle,14 and many other phenomena.13
believe that organizing the components of a complex reaction network into modules is a valuable approach to simplifying and understanding mechanisms that govern these networks. The modular approach can also be used to build simplified theoretical and experimental models of complex networks.

“What I cannot create I do not understand”, said Richard Feynman. His dictum is also that of a chemist and underlies the logic of creating chemical models. For example, synthetic chemical models were developed to understand the function and mechanism of enzymes. They enabled the correct measurement of the dissociation energy of the cobalt–carbon bond in coenzyme B₁₂ and helped understand the mechanism by which weakening of this bond takes place. Beyond the scope of individual molecules or enzymes, synthetic biologists have used synthetic models of complex networks to provide insights into the regulatory processes of protein and gene networks, including bistability leading to hysteresis, oscillations and pattern formation in cell–cell communication. Nonlinear chemical systems are especially interesting, because they display spatial patterns, amplification, and oscillations. We used a nonlinear chemical system and microfluidics to construct a system that performed 5000-fold chemical amplification with a threshold response. Why make a simplified experimental model of a complex system? For many systems, one could argue that once a modular mechanism is proposed, it can be tested by computer simulations. Experimental models remain useful for two reasons. First, if a simple experimental model reproduces the function of the complex system, one gains confidence in the proposed modular mechanism because it is satisfied by at least one self-consistent set of realistic parameters. Second, experimental models could perform useful functions, such as catalysis performed by a model of an enzyme.

New tools are needed to construct models of complex reaction networks and to perturb and analyze the networks themselves. To do so, reactions must be initiated at the right place and the right time, and the whole system must be maintained away from equilibrium. We use microfluidics to accomplish these goals.

Microfluidics Provides Spatial Control for Experiments at the Network Level

Microfluidics provides wonderful opportunities for experimental analysis of the dynamics of complex networks. It provides precise spatial and temporal control over reactions, enabling experiments that were difficult or impossible to conduct otherwise and that have direct biological applications. Multiple laminar streams provide control of reactions and fluid–fluid interfaces and provide access to gradients in solution and on surfaces. These techniques have been applied to a number of questions in cell migration and signaling. Complex microfabricated environments are used to control cellular development, motility, and population dynamics. Micropatterned phospholipid bilayers and patterned self-assembled monolayers can be integrated with microfluidics to understand cell migration and attachment. These techniques have been combined to culture and even to engineer tissues.

Modeling and Microfluidics To Understand the Spatial Dynamics of Hemostasis

We combined these chemical approaches with microfluidics to investigate the dynamics of initiation and propagation in hemostasis. We focused on answering the questions posed in the Introduction. We approached this problem in four steps (Figure 2): (i) simplify the complexity of the network by using a modular mechanism, (ii) experimentally test the modular mechanism with a chemical model of the hemostasis network by using microfluidics, (iii) use the modular mechanism and the chemical model to
predict the dynamics of initiation and propagation of blood clotting (Figure 2C), and (iv) test the predictions with human whole blood and blood plasma by using microfluidics (Figure 2D).

Simplifying the Complexity of Hemostasis by Using a Modular Mechanism

We hypothesized that threshold responses are responsible for control of spatial dynamics of initiation and propagation of blood clotting. To simplify the hemostasis network, its ~80 known reactions were separated into three modules (Figure 2A). Here, a module refers to a group of biochemical reactions within the network that work together to perform a function and have defined overall kinetics. Three modules were defined for the whole hemostasis network: production, consumption, and precipitation (Figure 2B). The production module produces an activator, C, of clotting with higher-order autocatalysis, while the consumption module linearly consumes C. Other kinetic schemes may be used, such as production with simple autocatalysis and consumption with Michaelis–Menten kinetics, as long as the production curve has higher upward curvature than the consumption curve. The precipitation module forms a clot at a high concentration of C, [C]. These modules were selected so that the competition between the production and consumption modules created three steady states in the system, leading to a threshold response to [C] (Figure 2B, only two steady states are shown). Together, these modules and their interactions provide a mechanistic description of the threshold responses in hemostasis.

The Chemical Model Implemented with Microfluidics Reproduces the Function of Hemostasis

A synthetic chemical model based on this modular mechanism was developed by replacing each module with a chemical reaction with the same overall kinetics. This chemical model consisted of three nonbiological reactions, where the activator, C, was acid, H$_3$O$^+$. The production and consumption modules were represented by a solution containing two competing chlorite–thiosulfate reactions, where one reaction autocatalytically produces H$_3$O$^+$ and the other linearly consumes H$_3$O$^+$. The precipitation module was represented by using sodium alginate, which will precipitate or “clot” at high concentrations of H$_3$O$^+$. This “clotting” was visualized by using a pH-sensitive dye. To determine whether the reaction mixture reproduced the overall dynamics of the network, we used microfluidics to test whether the reaction mixture would self-repair by localized “clotting”. “Damage” was introduced by puncturing the microfluidic device with a syringe needle (Figure 3B, green). In the absence of damage, the chemical reaction mixture did not “clot” (Figure 3A). When damage was introduced, the chemical reaction mixture initiated spontaneous “clot” formation with precipitation of alginic acid, and this “clot” remained localized to the damaged channel (Figure 3B, yellow).

The Modular Mechanism and the Chemical Model Predict the Spatial Dynamics of Hemostasis

Models are meaningful when they make nontrivial predictions. Two functions critical to a normal clotting response are ensuring that clotting initiates and remains localized to areas of substantial vessel damage. According to the modular mechanism, both initiation and propagation of clotting are regulated by a threshold response to [C]. This threshold response is manifested by the occurrence of clotting only when [C] exceeds a threshold concentration necessary to initiate clotting, [C$_{thresh}$]. This mechanism and the chemical model made two predictions.
Prediction 1: Initiation of Clotting Is Regulated by a Threshold Response to the Dimensions of the Clotting Stimulus on a Surface

In the chemical model, initiation of “clotting” is regulated by a threshold response to [C] (Figure 4A). We predicted that “clotting” would also show a threshold response to the size of a patch of stimulus.4,44,45 Experimentally, “clotting” initiated on patches larger than a threshold size but not on patches smaller than a threshold size (Figure 4B). This threshold to patch size is regulated by the competition between reaction, which produces C, and diffusion, which removes C (Figure 4C). For a large patch, diffusion only removes C from the edge of the patch, allowing a high [C] to accumulate in the center. For a small patch, diffusion is able to remove C from the entire patch, preventing [C] from reaching the threshold.

The size of an individual patch, not the total surface area of an array of patches, regulates the threshold response of initiation.4 When the chemical reaction mixture was exposed to arrays of patches of different sizes (Figure 5A), initiation occurred in a threshold-dependent manner. In these experiments, the threshold patch size was ~200 μm (Figure 5C). For the chemical reaction mixture, a simple scaling equation could be used to estimate the value of this threshold patch size from the “clot” time (reaction time) and the diffusion coefficient of C.45

To test this prediction, human blood plasma was exposed to arrays of patterned supported lipid bilayers with patches of reconstituted tissue factor as the stimulus (Figure 5B).4 When clotting initiated, thrombin was produced, indicated by fluorescence of a blue thrombin-sensitive substrate. As predicted, initiation occurred in a threshold-dependent manner. In these experiments, the threshold patch size was ~50 μm (Figure 5D). The scaling relationship between reaction time and the threshold patch size was also obeyed for human blood plasma.45

Prediction 2: Propagation of Clotting Is Regulated by a Threshold Response to the Shear Rate at Vessel Junctions

To show that propagation of “clotting” is regulated by a threshold response to [C], the leading edge of a propagating “clot” was exposed to different shear rates, $\dot{\gamma}$ [s$^{-1}$].5 Shear rate describes the effectiveness of removal of C by the flow. A microfluidic device was designed to allow initiation of “clotting” in the initiation channel (horizontal) without causing “clotting” in the connecting flow channel (vertical, Figure 6). The “clot” propagated up to the junction of these two channels. Whether propagation continued through the junction depended on $\dot{\gamma}$ in the flow channel (Figure 6B, C). The threshold dynamics of propagation is also explained by the competition between production and removal of C (Figure 6D). According to this mechanism, a clot will propagate as a reactive front if [C] remains above [C$_{\text{thresh}}$].

To test this prediction with human blood plasma, microfluidic channels coated with phospholipids were used.6 Clotting was initiated in the initiation channel without causing clotting in the flow channel (Figure 7A). Propagation46 through the junction stopped or continued depending on $\dot{\gamma}$ in the flow channel (Figure 7B, C).

Overall, this approach provided mechanistic insights into the role of transport phenomena and threshold responses in the regulation of blood clotting. These insights may be useful for the development of therapies to control initiation and propagation of clotting beyond sights of vascular damage. In addition, the microfluidic devices developed in this approach could evolve into more sensitive and more predictive diagnostic tools.
Microfluidic Tools to Determine the Dynamics of Patterning of the *Drosophila* Embryo

We are currently using a similar approach to understand robustness of embryonic development. The embryo begins as an undifferentiated single cell, and in the process of development, it patterns itself into progressively finer features, ultimately leading to the complex body plan of the adult organism. This patterning is robust—it takes place reliably at different temperatures and for embryos of different sizes. For example, during early development of the *Drosophila* embryo, the protein Hunchback is expressed in one half of the embryo. In other words, the embryo “knows” the location of its middle and can find its middle regardless of temperature. Robustness of development, temperature compensation, and regulation of size are biological problems of intense interest. In addition, there is a fascinating chemical problem: what is the simplest chemical system that can “find its middle”? Would this system operate by a mechanism similar to the one used by embryos?

The development of the *Drosophila* embryo has been extensively studied, but we still do not know all of the molecular players and their roles in orchestrating development and making it robust. Prior to fertilization, maternal copies of *bicoid* mRNA are deposited into the embryo and are localized to the anterior pole. Upon fertilization, *bicoid* mRNA is translated into Bicoid protein, which forms a concentration gradient along the antero–posterior axis of the embryo. Binding assays have shown that Bicoid binds to the promoter region of the *hunchback* gene, activating transcription of *hunchback* mRNA and subsequent translation of Hunchback protein. Presumably due to activation by a threshold level of Bicoid, Hunchback is expressed only in the anterior half of the embryo. However, known molecular interactions do not explain how Hunchback is expressed in only one half of the body of the embryo at different environmental temperatures. It is possible that the patterning network is intrinsically temperature-compensated, although both the rate of development and Bicoid concentration gradient are affected by temperature.

The simplest mechanism for “finding the middle” relies on two opposing gradients emanating from the two poles of the embryo. The gradients could be of concentration or, more broadly speaking, of activity of molecules. One gradient is of activators, such as Bicoid, and the other gradient is of inhibitors, such as Oskar, Nanos, or Caudal. Hunchback is expressed only where the concentration of the activators is higher than the concentration of inhibitors. As long as the gradients cross in the middle of the embryo, and as long as they have the same temperature sensitivity, this mechanism provides robust expression of Hunchback in just one half of the embryo, regardless of temperature or the size of the embryo. This mechanism also predicts that Hunchback expression should shift if one side of the embryo is heated while the other side is cooled. To understand the dynamics of the network that maintains robust Hunchback position and to test the opposing gradient model in particular, network-level approaches are needed. To address this need, we developed a microfluidic platform to control and perturb the environment around a developing embryo.

Using Microfluidics To Probe the Mechanism of Robust Hunchback Expression

We used dual-stream laminar flow to control independently the temperature of each half of a developing *Drosophila* embryo suspended in a microfluidic channel, creating a temperature step (T-step) across the embryo (Figure 8A, B). The flow and temperature profiles were characterized experimentally and by numerical simulations. Surprisingly, embryos exposed to a T-step developed normally. The position of the Hunchback boundary did not shift, rejecting the simplistic opposing gradient model (Figure 8C). However, when the orientation of the T-step was reversed between 65 and 100 min of development, Hunchback...
expression was more variable (Figure 8D), suggesting that there is a critical time point in robust Hunchback positioning. These results suggest that the mechanism that determines the Hunchback boundary is asymmetric, time-dependent, and more complex than two opposing gradients.

To understand robustness of embryonic development fully, the molecular players and the correction mechanisms must be identified. Yet, this has proven difficult. Interestingly, “nonessential” molecular components and pathways are being discovered. They are active in early development, but removing them does not seem to affect development. There is a tantalizing possibility that these newly discovered components are involved in the compensation mechanisms responsible for robustness of development. Why are they nonessential? It may be difficult to identify compensation mechanisms when development takes place under ideal laboratory conditions with no perturbations for which to compensate. It is possible that these “nonessential” components are, in fact, responsible for robustness, but their function needs to be re-examined under perturbed and more stressful conditions. Microfluidics provides an opportunity to test this hypothesis by perturbing, in space and time, development of embryos with mutations in the “nonessential” pathways. These experiments would represent the convergence of both reaction and network level analysis.

Conclusions

Understanding spatial dynamics of complex reaction networks is an exciting challenge for chemistry. The approach described here relies on separating these networks into modules and creating simple experimental or computational models by replacing each module by a single reaction. Then, microfluidics is used to build experimental models and to probe and control the complex network itself. This approach is likely to be most useful for systems with nonlinear interactions and where spatial dynamics is essential for function. Interactions in the immune system and bacterial communities are certainly interesting in this respect. Connecting these network-level approaches to the knowledge provided by studies at the level of individual reactions is clearly important—to design a small molecule that affects the network in the desired direction, we need to know the components of each module. The convergence of analysis at the level of individual reactions and of entire networks is especially appealing, as it may lead to conceptually different ways of controlling complex networks, with potential relevance to medicine and engineering. Rather than focusing on inhibiting or activating a single enzyme or a receptor, we may focus on shifting a threshold, controlling the position of a steady state, or controlling a spatial concentration profile. We are also excited by the chemical opportunities. How do we use modular mechanisms to construct simple chemical systems that perform functions reminiscent of the functions of living systems? At what level of complexity do we see emergence of new functions?44 At what level of complexity do these systems begin to evolve? Exploring these questions and directions will certainly be intensely interesting, and would have the potential to impact both fundamental and applied science.
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FIGURE 1.
A network diagram of the complex reaction network of hemostasis. Only a portion of the molecular players and the connections between them are shown. Lines ending with an arrow indicate activating interactions, and lines ending with a bar indicate inhibitory interactions.
FIGURE 2.
Chemical approaches and microfluidics were combined to understand the dynamics of initiation and propagation in hemostasis in four steps: (A) a network diagram of hemostasis with the reactions of each module shown in a corresponding color; (B) kinetic diagram (rate plot) of the three modules that were used to design the chemical model; (C) microphotograph showing “clotting” in the chemical model system, built with three chemical reactions used to represent the three modules; (D) microphotograph showing that clotting of human blood plasma displays the dynamics predicted by the modular mechanism and the chemical model. Panels A and B adapted in part with permission from ref 4. Copyright 2006 National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A. Panels C and D adapted in part with permission from ref 5. Copyright 2004 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
FIGURE 3.
The chemical model reproduced a function of the complex network of hemostasis–self-repair by localized “clotting”:5 (A) Schematic drawing showing the geometry of the microfluidic device used to test the function of the chemical model. In the absence of damage (green), the chemical reaction mixture did not “clot”. (B) After damage was introduced by puncturing a channel, “clotting” (yellow) initiated and remained localized to the damaged channel. Black vertical arrows indicate the direction of flow. Adapted with permission from ref 5. Copyright 2004 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
FIGURE 4.
The chemical model predicted the existence of a threshold patch size necessary to initiate blood clotting: (A) When the chemical reaction mixture was exposed to large patches of stimulus (green) in a microfluidic chamber, initiation of “clotting” (yellow) occurred. Experimentally, the chemical reaction mixture described above was placed over surface patches that produced H$_3$O$^+$ when exposed to UV light. “Clotting” in the reaction mixture resulted from a switch from basic to acidic conditions, the precipitation of alginic acid, and increased fluorescence of a pH-sensitive dye. (B) Time-lapse fluorescent microphotographs show that the chemical reaction mixture does not “clot” on small patches, but does “clot” on large patches. (C) Schematic explanation of the effect shown in panel B. On a small patch, diffusion dominates, maintaining the [C] below $[C_{\text{thresh}}]$. On a large patch, diffusion is less
effective, and reaction dominates, allowing \([C]\) to exceed \([C_{\text{thresh}}]\). Adapted with permission from ref 4. Copyright 2006 National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.
FIGURE 5.
Initiation of clotting in the chemical model and in human blood plasma displayed a threshold response the size of a patch of stimulus: (A) Time-lapse fluorescent microphotographs show that initiation of “clotting” (yellow) of the chemical model depends on the size of an individual patch of stimulus (green) and not the total surface area of patches. Experiments with the chemical model were performed in the same fashion as shown in Figure 4. (B) Time-lapse fluorescent microphotographs show that initiation of clotting of human blood plasma (visualized by a blue thrombin-sensitive fluorescent dye) also depends on the size of an individual patch of stimulus (red) and not the total surface area of patches. (C, D) Quantification of the threshold patch size in the chemical model (C) and in human blood plasma (D). Reprinted with permission from ref 4 with minor modifications. Copyright 2006 National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.
FIGURE 6.
The chemical model predicted that localization of a propagating “clot” to a damaged vessel is dependent on shear rate, $\dot{\gamma}$. (A) Simplified schematic drawing of the microfluidic device used to test the dependence of “clot” (yellow) propagation through a junction on $\dot{\gamma}$. Experimentally, “clotting” of the chemical reaction mixture was initiated in the initiation channel (horizontal) in the absence of flow, and propagation of the “clot” from the initiation channel into the flow channel (vertical) was monitored. (B) When $\dot{\gamma}$ in the flow channel was above the threshold $\dot{\gamma}$, “clot” propagation remained localized to the initiation channel. (C) When $\dot{\gamma}$ in the flow channel was below the threshold $\dot{\gamma}$, “clot” propagation did not remain localized to the initiation channel. In panels A–C, black arrows indicate the direction of flow. Adapted with permission from ref 5. Copyright 2004 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. (D) Schematic drawing showing the proposed mechanism regulating “clot” propagation. Adapted with permission from ref 5. Copyright 2004 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
FIGURE 7.
Localization of clotting of human blood plasma is dependent on shear rate, \( \dot{\gamma} \): (A) Simplified schematic drawing of the microfluidic device used to test the dependence of clot (blue) propagation through a junction on \( \dot{\gamma} \). Experimentally, clotting of human blood plasma was initiated in the initiation channels in the absence of flow and propagated to the junction between the initiation channels and the flow channel. As human blood plasma was flowed through the flow channel at a specific \( \dot{\gamma} \), propagation of clotting was monitored in the flow channel at both the junction and the “valve”. (B) When the \( \dot{\gamma} \) in the flow channel was above the threshold \( \dot{\gamma} \), clotting remained localized to the initiation channels and did not propagate through the junction. (C) When \( \dot{\gamma} \) in the flow channel was below the threshold \( \dot{\gamma} \), the clot propagated through the junction, into the flow channel, and into the “valve”. Arrows indicate the direction of flow. Reprinted in part with permission from ref 6. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.
FIGURE 8.
A microfluidic platform was developed to differentially control the temperature of each half of a developing *Drosophila* embryo in both space and time: (A) schematic drawing of the microfluidic device with an embryo exposed to two different temperatures; (B) in embryos exposed to the temperature step (T-step), the cool half developed more slowly than the warm half, illustrated by the difference in nuclear density; (C) the position of the Hunchback boundary, determined by immunostaining, is normal in embryos developed in a T-step; (D) a time-dependent T-step induced variation in the location of the boundary. EL stands for embryo length. Adapted with permission from ref 7. Copyright 2005 Nature Publishing Group.